Stellar Metamorphosis: Kepler-56, another Falsification of the Nebular Hypothesis
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Abstract: A red star has shown to be rotating at a 45 degree angle as measured against its adopted aging stars. This falsifies the nebular hypothesis.

The Kepler-56 system has a central star on a 45 degree axis of rotation as opposed to the other stars in the system, which are orbiting it and cooling and shrinking. This means the dusty disk, nebular hypothesis model which has all objects in a solar system forming on a thin disk with all of them on the same axial plane has been falsified. The correction is easy. All stars cool and shrink, exchanging orbits many times over, sometimes running into each other creating large fields of star shrapnel called “proto-planetary disks”. In large scales like the internal components of a galaxy it is complete chaos like the winds in a hurricane. Any scientist with common sense can spot the similarities. Two pictures are provided to spot the similarities.

The solution is easy. Scientists ignored half of their stars by calling them “planets”. Planet formation is star evolution itself. They are the same objects.
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